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This Record gives the results of a geophysical survey 
for lli1.dergrowld water at Cabbage Gum Basin, south of Tennant Creek,NT. 

A raagnetic survey indicated the zone of Warramunga Group 
slates, which occur as 'roof pendants' in granite. 

Resistivi ty co .. !"cour pl:ms sUGsest the presence of a subsurface 
draina.J'e system or zones of dee~)er weathering. 

Cross-sections constructed f:ccru resisti v:i.ty depth-probes, 
to,;ether with resistivity me~surelilents of bore v.:.ter, i;,'ldicate for!J.ations 
characterised by certain por'osHy ran,:;es. ',llhese formations may be 
correlated with the rock types occurring locally. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The Cabbage Gum Basin is situated about 10 miles south 
of the tormship of Tennant Creek, NT. In 1954 the Mines Branch of the 
Northern Territory Administration began investigations in the Basin 
for an lU1der~round waJ.;er supply sui table for 'l'ennant Creek township 
(Hays, 1958a). Fourteen wells were put down and tests on some of these 
have indicated that there would be sufficient potable subsurface water 
available to span the lOngest recorded period of effective drought, 
viz. three years. 

In 1958, at the request of the Director of Uines, the 
Bureau of Uineral Resources, Geolo,;y and Geophysics Inade a geophysical 
survey in the Basin to assist in the search for a suitable water supply. 
The resistivity survey consisted luainly o:f 21 dept11 p:i.'obes and 
constant-electrode-spacing trcwersir.lg' in an area extending roughly two 
miles west, one mile east, :mcl two miles north from the Cabbage GUL'1 
Bore (Plate 3) and also six de:f>th probes along the Stuart Eighway between 
Ghans Bore and "-Tell 6 (Plate 1). J::Iagnetic measur0u;mts we:ce made in the 
area around the CabiJa;.je o.UE1 Bore. 

'Dle geophysical party consisted of D.Ir'. Dyson (parwleader 
and geophysicist), R.J. Goodchild (geophysicist), an.cl field assiotants. 
'ro check the field results, a Pailing-750 rotary drill was assigned to 
the party, with L. Sp~mskyj as driller. The field work was done 
between 22nd April and 5th June 1958. 

Before this report was cOIn:r;leted, D.b'. Dyson, tihe original 
author, left the Bureau of l:linerc'.l l1esources, Geology and Geophysics. 
£:rost of the information originally sought by the geophysical sut've~ 
has since been obtained by drilling and is reported by Cror ..... "1. (19G1) and 
Bracewell, Crohn and RaY:3 (1962). 'rhus the interpretation of the 
geophysical data has now become a matter of interest mainly in 
connexion witp. an assessment of the possibilities and l:LmitatioYls of 
geophysical work in ulldergrolmd water se8.rch. 

Hays (1958 a and b) described the geology 1.:md gave detailed 
'geolo3'ical logs of the holes drilled by the PailL18; clrill. 

The area is covered. by windblown s.zw:ld. with occasional outcrops 
of fJili.cmed sediments and travertine. 

Underneath the windblown sands are the younger sediments, 
probably of ·£ertie.ry aze. In many places the youn.;er sediments overlie 
a clay formation of unknorm ori:::;in 8.L'1d age. 

The bedrock consists of deCOl[,posed or weatlle:red granite with 
sediments (slate) of the Warramunga Group. 'r11e latter rocks are 
probably renmants of what may be considered root pendants ov'erlying 
intrusive granites. 
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Two or more laterisation periods may be distinguished.
The oldest laterisation zone marks the tops of the old bedrock surface
on which the younger sediments were deposited. This laterisation is
characterised by ferruginous, mottled, pallid, and siliceous zones.

The more recent laterisation, also characterised by
ferruginous, mottled, and pallid zones, took place in the younger
sediments. Formation of sinter and travertine is common.

Apparently the ferruginous zones in the near-surface
sediments act as Good fresh-water aquifers. Deeper, within the
weathered bedrock, the aquifers grade into low-yield aquicludes. Along
certain zones the deeper bedrock has been brecciated by faulting and
the rocks are completely decomposed. Some faults or shear zones are
silicified.

3. h2THODS AND LQUIPMENT

The following methods and techniques were used

Method^ Technique

Resistivity Constant-electrode-spacing traversing
Depth-probing
Determination of bore and well-water
resistivity
Single-point logging

Magnetic^Traversing

Resistivity Method

The resistivity method is described by Dobrin (1960) and
Wiebenga (1955).

Traversing. A constant-electrode-spacing 'ienner' arrangement is
moved along a traverse and the apparent resistivity is plotted as a

• profile. In the surveyed area the bedrock is not deeper than 50 to
100 ft. By using electrode spacings of 100 and 200 ft, information
about the depth and nature of the bedrock is obtained. Low-resistivity
zones may indicate the location of deer) unweathered bedrock, subsurface
drainage channels, or decomposed rocks in brecciated fault or shear
zones.

Depth probing. For the resistivity depth-probes an expanding
Wenner configuration was used. It may be useful to point out the
ambiguities of the interpretation.

Following Hummel's principle (vJiebenga, 1955) a layer with
resistivity/J 1 and thickness h l may be represented as a resistance R 1 ,
where R1 -- C,41) /h1 ,C being a non-dimensional constant. It follows that/if RI . Ci., 1 /11 1 . ufivi ihr^Cpiihr etc.

fi; /ILO. =in n/h111
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Hence, in the interpretation one may assign to a layer a
range of values 7) with a corresponding range of values h as long as
the above relations are used. This means that both resistivity and
depth may vary between relatively wide limits, i.e. the depths
estimates are not very accurate unless some controls are used.
Nevertheless, valuable qualitative information or estimates may be
obtained, especially if the curve-fitting technique is applied
consistently in the same way.

It is usually difficult to distinguish thin layers with the
resistivity method.

A valuable parameter which may be computed rrom resistivity
depth-probing data is the total conductance of the ground (c:x. ),
defined as

.c>=: = h1 /P1 + h^+2/ 2

 

hip   (1)

 

If h is in feet, ,0 in ohm-metres, and c›: .41 mhos, (1) becomes:

= 0.3 -4--ih4')    (la)

Determination of bore and well-water resistivity. 'or saturated
unconsolidated, sediments and very weathered, decomposed granites
(Wiebenga, 1 955,  p.44) the following relation may be used (all logarithms
are to the base 10):

log (:) /L7) )^- 1.25 log V1 ^  (2)ri
in which /-'-'3c is the resistivity of the rock measured in situ, /0 1 the
resistivity of the pore solution, andV, the porosity. Equation 2 is
plotted in Plate 8. Hence, it is important to measure the resistivity
/1 1 of bore or well-water wherever possible. To reduce/n 1 measured at
temperature t C ( 't ) to 1 at 20°C(f)^) the formula1'20

logp,1'20 = log/01 , t - 0.9 (20-t)/100

 

(3)

 

may be used. To estimate the total dissolved stilt content from the watef
resistivity the formula

log T + 0.92 lo/, 2o = 3.68
^

(4)

may be used (Dyson and Viiebenga, 1957) in which T is the total dissolved
salt content in p.p.m.

The equipment used with the above-mentioned resistivity
techniques included

a D.C. resistivity meter made by the Bureau of Mineral Resources,

a Geolphysical Megger with ranges 0 to 0.3, 0 to 1, 0 to 3, 0 to 10,.
and 0 to 30 ohms, manufactured by Evershed and Vignoles Ltd,

a low-resistance I:logger with a maximum range of 0 to 1000 ohms,
manufactured by Evershed and Vignoles Ltd., and

a specially designed container or mudcell for measuring the
resistivity of bore-water or mud.
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Single-point resistivity logging. Several shallow holes were
drilled with the Failing drill and, when possible, single-point
electrical logs were taken. If it is assumed that the borehole has
a constant diameter, the logs indicate Variations in resistivity.
Assuming that the variations in groundwater salinity are small within
the drilled section, the resistivity variations represent variations in
porosity. However, with this type of logging no quantitative estimates
can be made; also it is not possible to correlate the many thin layers
of varying resistivity shown on the logs with the 'resistivity layers'
found by resistivity depth-probing. The 'resistivity layers' usually
represent thick formations of average resistivity; the ambiguities
in resistivity depth-probing have already be:_n explained. Further, no
direct correlation is possible between the resistivity variations shown
on the logs and the variations in permeability within the drilled section.

For the logging a Video 1000-ft single-point resistivity
logger was used.

Magnetic method

The magnetic method depends on susceptibility contrasts between
formations or rock types. In the Cabbage Gum area the magnetic intensity
anomalies, indicating zones of higher magnetic susceptibility, may
probably be correlated with the sediments of the Warramunga Group, which
occur ao roof pendants within the granites. Measurements were made of
the vertical magnetic intensity with a Watts variometer.

4. RESULTS 

Basin area

Plates 2, 3, and 4 show the traverse plans, with the locations
of the resistivity depth-probes. The traverses are too far apart for the
contours to be accurate between the traverses.

Plate 2 shows a vertical-magnetic-intensity contour plan on
which the boundary of the Warramunga Group sediments (after Bracewell
et alb, 1962)is superimposed on the magnetic contours. It may be observed
that the zone of higher magnetic intensities largely coincides with the
locality of the Warramunga slates, as found by drilling.

Pldes 3 and 4 show the resistivity contour plans made from
resistivity traversing with 100 and 200-ft electrode-spacing respectively.
The patterns of the two plans are very similar, as could be expected ovei'
shallow bedrock. The low-resistivity zones (the main axis of each
indicated by a broken line) suggest the presence of a subsurface drainagq?
System or zones of deep weathering.

Plate 5 shows the interpretation of the depth-probe data as
histograms, together with a few resistivity logs.

In Plate 6 the histograms of Plate 5 are arranged in diagrammatic
cross-sections, following the same section lines as Hays (1958b, Plate 2).

The geological names shown on Plate 5 are largely taken from
Hays (1958b). Although the depth estimates in Plate 5 are probably net
very accurate, this presentation gives a very good insight into the
structure of the area in terms of resistivity.

The appendix gives the results of a limited number of resistivity
measurements of bore and well-water, indicating the 'total dissolved salt
content' (a bore is a few inches in diameter, and a well is a few feet
in diameter). Generally, the well water shows lower resistivities than the
bore water, probably because in wells the water has been subjected to
evaporation f:2om an open surface, thereby increasing the salinity. The
water resistivity measured in the bores follows a certain pattern. It is
high near 55, (21.4 ohm-metres) where the bedrock is weathered granite and
the water is probably well- drained;^it is between 13 and about 16 011M.*
metres near S4, 57, 58, 511,.S15 1 and S16 1 indicating a highei—balinity but
still relatively good drainage cor4lit1tdis.
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Low groundwater resistivities within or above weathered
granite bedrocks may be caused by low permeabilities and poor
drainage conditions.^Such conditions may prevail at S12 and in
the zone containing S13, 514, 520, and 516, where the bore-water
resistivities range between 7 and 11 ohm-metres.

On the diagrammatic cross-sections of Plate 6 the layers
with similar resistivities found in resistivity depth-probing (Plate 5)
are correlated and the geological names known at the time of the
survey are inserted. The cross-sections show near-surface layers of
sediments, generally with the depth to bedrock less than 60 ft. In
the search for near-surface water supplies those places where the
bedrock depth is maximum offer the best chances for success, i.e.:

along Cross-section A-B near 55 and S11,
along C-D near S20 and possibly near S18,
along E-F near 615, and
along G-H near S10.

Places near 511, 519, S13, and S14 do not form very suitable targets
because of the presence there of known clay deposits.

Above each cross-section the total-conductance profile is
plotted. At places where resistivity depth-probing and geological
observation have indicated deep weathering or the presence of
decomposed rock in uncemented shear zones, the total conductance is
comparatively high or maximum, viz. near Si, 7, and S15 on A-B,
near S21 on C-D, near S15 and S16 on B-F, and near S9 and S12 on G-H.

The porosities of the different layers (estimated from
formula (2), page 3)are indicated on the cross-sections.^These
porosity figures, which should be considered as average values over
the layer, are probably not very accurate; they indicate broadly
the porosity variations however, and hence are an aid in suggesting
drilling targets., The following examples may illustrate the principles.

At 37 (Plate 6, A7B)an intermediate layer of 224
ohm-metre resistivity has an average porosity of 0.12; this relatively
low porosity value is consistent with the geological concept of a
travertine or laterite layer. Underneath the travertine or laterite is
a very thick layer of 13 ohm-metres resistivity. Assuming that the
decomposed granite has the porosity of 0.50, which is as high as can
be expected, the water resistivity must be equal to, or less than, 5
ohm-metres, i.e. the water is probably saline. Summarising, resistivity
depth-probing at S7 indicates that although the water near the surface
is fresh, saline water must be expected at depth.^Further, the^low-
porosity layer confirms the presence of a laterite or travertine zone.
Not much can be deduced about the 'transmissibility' within the bedrock,
but geological evidence shows that in decomposed granites, even if the
porosity is high, the 'transmissibility' is usually very low unless an
open or fractured she a:: zone is present.

Another interesting example of interpretation is the depth-
probe at 519 (Cross-section C-D). Assuming that the low-resistivity
(8 ohm-metres) clay formation has a porosity of about 0.50, the pore
water must have a resistivity less than 4 ohm-metres, 4 .e. the pore
water is saline. The underlying formation (weathered granite) must
have a porosity of less than 0.10 if the pore water has a resistivity of
less 'than 4 ohm-metres. This agrees with the finding that Bore 1212 met
silicified hard rock below the clay formation (Hays, 1958b).
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Summarising, the cross-sections of Plate 6 show the
following

(a) near-surface layers of varying thickness overlying the
weathered bedrock. According to Hays (1958b) this layer
is also the site of the top laterite zone. Drilling targets
for near-surface water supplies should be located at
places where this near-surface layer is thickest,
e.g. near 55, 511, S20, S15, and S10,

(b) a clay formation between the bedrock and the near-surface
layers (Hays, 1953 b, Plate 2) is characterised by a low
resistivity of about 8 ohm-metre,

(c) a weathered bedrock of granite or gneiss, and Warramunga
Slate. Places of deep weathering within the bedrock are
indicated by deep low-resistivity formations and a high
total conductance, e.g. at S7, 515, 520, S21, 514, S16, S9, and
S12. Deep weathering also occurs within the Warramunga Slate
(near S1 and S2). Water resistivity measurements and
geophysical evidence inCeicate that the water in the deep
weathered zones has a high salt content. Further, past
experience (Wiebenga, 1955) and geological reasoning
indicate that the water supplies from weathered. zones
within the bedrock are usually relatively small (aquicludes).

Depth-probes along Stuart Highway, from Well 6 to Ghans Bore (S17 to S27) 

To obtain some insight into the near-surface groundwater
conditions outside the surveyed Basin area, resistivity depth-probes
(522 to 527) were made along the Stuart Highway north of Well 6 (Plate 1).
Plate 7 shows the interpretation of the depth-probe data as histograms,
with a diagrammatic cross-section and total-conductance profile. The
cross-section shows comparatively-higher-resistivity rock close to the
surface at Well 6 (517) and from 2 to 3 miles north of Well 6 (S23 to
S24). A low-resistivity zone, marked by a high total conductance,
separates the two higher-resistivity :ones; low-resistivity rock to a
depth of about 200 ft probably indicates decomposed granite in a shear
zone or fault. Some fresh water may perhaps be expected in the thin
surface layers (about 14 ft thick), but at lower level, within the
decomposed bedrock, the low resistivity of 17 ohm-metres indicates
brackish or saline water, and the geological circumstances suggest that
the supply is probably small (aquiclude). In the neighbourhood of the
Cemetery, Eldorado, and Ghana Bores (S25, S26, and S27), loweresi.stivity
rock to large depths indicates that the slates are probably weathered
and contain saline water. Brackish water in near-surface beds is
indicated in Ghans Bore to a depth that ranges from 20 to 69 ft.

At Ghans Bore (Plate 7, 527) two depth-probes perpendicular to
each other show appreciable differences in depths to bedrock and to
intermediate layers (anisotropy). This may be explained either by the
existence of subsurface structural features or by lateral facies changes
or depth variations in the two different directions.^For instance,
a comparison of the north-south and east-west depth probes at 527 may
indicate a subsurface valley with a northerly strike.

5. caPAaisor JITH DRILLIeG DATA

For future water exploration work it is important to compare
the geophysical results with geological findings obtained by drilling.
This is done in Table 1 for the Cross-sections A-B, C-D, E-F and G-H, by
comparing them where possible with the 'summary of bore data' given by
Crohn (1961).
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Resistivity Well or

Geological data
TABLE 1

Dissolved solidsYield
Water

Depth (ft) to:
depth-probe bore Basement Bottom of borehole (gal/hr) (p.p.m.)

31 Well 1
and B.H.

39 40+ ?800 630

32 Well 14 40+? 640

85 Well 13
and B.H.

38 20 189 2000 540

S7 Well 10 41 90* 185 3400 450

511 Viell 9 and 43 70+ 136 3400 520
B.H.

815 Well 4
and B.H.

51 65* 147 3.90 630

S19 B.H. HM2 About 33 70 1490
59

820 B.H. MM1 About 45 158 ? 700

Geophysical interpretation

Low-porosity layer between 8-16 ft and 54-64 ft
possibly represents lateritic Warramunga slate,
overlying weathered Warramunga slate.

Depth to Waxramunga basement about 23 ft, lateritic
Warramunga to 96 ft, and weathered or decomposed
rock below 96'.^Saline seepage water below 96 ft.

Depth to weathered granite 44 ft. Chance of good
supply of fresh water in top layers, to about 44-ft depth.

Low-porosity, lateritic zone between 15and 29 ft.
Unweathered granite over 200 ft deep, covered by
decomposed granite or sediments. 'Probably in shear zone.
Estimated water yield low, saline water.

Sediments to a depth of about 59 ft; probably a clay
layer between about 35and 59ft A good supply of fresh
water within the sediments may be expected.

A surface layer to 27 ft, overlying rock which may be
interpreted as decomposed granite. A low yield and
saline water may be expected.

A surface layer of moderate porosity (about 0.25)tol8ft,
overlying a high-porosity layer with saline water to a
depth of about 79 ft. This layer from 18-79 ft
probably is a clay formation. Underneath is a
cemented, weathered granite.

A porous layer, clay, to a depth of about 24 ft, and a
56^ less-porous layer of about 0.29 porosity to about 80 ft.

Underneath a very porous formation, probably, a
decomposed granite in a shear zone, with saline water.

+ Warramunga basement
* Decomposed granite basement
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Geological data

Well or
Water

Depth (ft) to:
bore Basement Bottom of borehole

WWell 5,
and B.H.

About
49

+
80 179

'Ali 6
and B.H.

47 40+ 84

Geophysical interpretation

^

Yield^Dissolved solids
(-5.5771--;r)^(P.P.m.)

^

2000^820^A porous formation with brackish to fresh water
to a depth of about 110 ft, overlying a porous
formation with saline water.

^300^360^A low-porosity layer of about 0.20 porosity
to a depth of about 66 ft (laterite), overlying
a moderately-porous layer which is interpreted
as a weathered granite (indicated by magnetic
contour plan).

Resistivity
depth-probe

S16

S25,^Cemetery Probably low-yield bores with brackish and salt water
^

Weathered, porous -jarramunga basement with
S26^and^in Warramunga basement

^
saline water to a depth of 200 - 300 ft,

Eldorado^ overlying unweathered rock.
bores

S13^Cabbage^A low-yield bore with brackish to saline water^2160^Unweathered granite at about 56 ft covered with
Gum bore^ porous decomposed granite or clay sediments with

brackish water. Yield probably low.

S14^Cabbage^100^195^ 1010^Unweathered granite at 180 ft covered with
Gum East A low-yield bore with brackish to saline water^ decomposed granite or clay sediments, with brackish
bore^ water, yield probably low.

Warramunga basement
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6. CONCI.TJSIONS 

The geophysical techniques used on this survey gave 
inter8sting results. They show that simple geophysical techniques 
combined with geolOGical knowledge ca.."l help considerably in selecting 
the proper dl~illing targets for water exrJloration and development 
in shallow water deposits. 

A vGrtical-magnetic-intensity contour plan shows that the 
Warramunga Group is indics,ted by higher magnetic values. This is of 
special interest because water wi thin the ~;arramunga Group appears to 
"be more saline than in the surrounding gra.'1.i te or gneiE}s areas 
(Bracewell et al.1962, p.20). 

Resistivity contour plans constructed from resistivity
traversing data suggests the presence of a subsurface drainage system 
or zones of deep weathering. Such plans can be used as guides for 
test drilling; they also indicate tho best localities to carry out 
resisitivity depth-prob~ng. 

Resisti'irity . meas"J.rements of bore and well-water should be 
made wherever possib.i.e because these data are used in porvsity estimates 
from rock resistivities found by resistivity depth-probing. 

Resistivity' depth-probes give an insight into the ground 
structure in terms of average porosity ru1d average salinity of the 
pore solutions. Depth estimates without occasional drilling or seismic 
cO!ltrol are not very accurate, but Tor the selection of drilling tarGets 
a high accuracy is normally not required. 
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APPENDIX 

Table snowing measured water resistivities in ohm-metres z 
0 reduced to 20 C 

,~ Depth Nearby bore Sample Water l!istimated Total bore or 
probe or well depth r.esistivi ty, total soluble well depth 

(rt) (ohm-metres) sal t content (ft) 
(p.p.m.) 

S1 Bore 40 10.0 587 82 
60 10.6 555 

\Jell No. 1 40 13.4 447 43 

S4 Bore 35 14· 4 420 140 
50 14.8 410 
65 14.8 410 

S5 Bore 40 21.4 295 189 
100 21.4 295 
160 21.4 295 

Well No. 13 40 1 5.1 407 67 
75 15.8 387 

110(?) 15.8 387 

87 Bore 2 40 16.2 380 168 
65 16.2 380 
90 16.2 380 

Hell No. 10 40 15.3 400 65 
60 15.5 396 

"0\ 

S8 Bore 42 - 74 15·0 406 152 

S11 Bore 1 40 13.2 453 136 
80 12.9 465 

Bore 2 44 1/:..1 430 95 
60 14.1 430 
80 14·1 430 

Bore 3 40 14·1 430 74 
17e11 No. 9 40 13.3 455 64 

60 13.3 455 

S12 Bore 1 30 9·7 600 148 
70 9.3 630 

110 903 630 

S13 Hater tanl.;: 1.6 3080 

Cabbage Gum 55 7.1 710 169 
Bore 80 7·4 690 

S14 Cabbage Gum 60 9.6 612 195 
East 90 9.5 608 
Bore 120 9·5 608 

S15 Hell No. 4' 55 16.1 383 70 
Bore 54 14 430 147 

:~ 70 14 430 

S16 Bore 1 45 13.4 450 179 
100 11.7 510 
160 11.7 510 

Bore 2 50 13.7 440 85 
85 14.4 420 

Well No. 5 45 9.5 610 64 
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Depth Nearby bore Sample Tiater EstiMated Total bore or
probe or well depth resistivityz total soluble well depth

(ft) (ohm-metres) salt content (ft)
(p.p.m.)

S17 Bore 45 12.9 465 84
70 12.9 465

Uell No, 6 50 22.4 280
80 22.4 280

S18 Bore 60 9.9 592 80

S20 Dore 55 10.5 550 158
75
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